Abstract-In this paper we present a new process calculus VPCΣ and an interpretation for core Erlang. VPCΣ is at least as expressive as VPC and it is more effective for verification with some built-in functions. The wellestablished symbolic bisimulation in value-passing calculus is now helpful for solving the infinite-state space problem of data values in equivalence checking and verfication. Compared to the previous formalization work of modeling core Erlang in π-calculus, the new interpretation has the following main merits: some essential features for Erlang are implemented faithfully; and above all the soundness of the interpretation is proved with respect to late symbolic bisimulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The relation between process calculi and programming languages has been discussed extensively. Some important conceptions in programming language have been explained in π-calculus, such as: function [1] , object [2] , typed λ-calculus [3] etc. They all depend on the name exchange ability of π-calculus [4] to characterize concurrent programming languages. However, it is difficult to use the semantics and equivalence relations [5] in π-calculus to guide the implementation of call-by-value languages. One of the main reasons is that they pay little attention to the infinite values, which are the actual data exchanged between processes [6] .
The practical applications of process calculi are mainly in the design (e.g. [7] ) and verification (e.g. [8] , [9] ) of concurrent programming languages. Semantics of programming languages into process calculi [8] , [2] are mostly focused in π-calculus (not in CCS [10] ). In our opinion, the infinite values should be considered firstly no matter for the design of a programming language or for the formalization of a model-checking method. In π-calculus, the main approaches to handle infinite values contain the following:
• Make use of a fixed name [8] or infinite names to characterize natural numbers [3] . This is not practical and cannot ensure the correctness. • All constant values are encoded as processes [11] .
e.g. the integer "10000" would be encoded as x. ... .x 10000 times
.z. Clearly this is inefficient and impractical.
• The language Pict adds some built-in types, such as boolean, character, string,integer, to the syntax of π-calculus [7] . It does not allow the communication of channel constants except channel variables. The syntax of Pict is more like a combination of π-calculus and VPC Σ .
If we want to improve the state-of-the-art of programs verification by using extensions of the π-calculus with integers, tuples and others, the existing equivalence relations in π-calculus cannot be used, like strong, weak bisimulation [10] and so on. An equivalence relation that is a criteria to judge the correctness of formalization needs to be redefined. This equivalence relation may involve type restrictions and infinite-state spaces problem [5] for verification. Comparatively, many proof tools are for basic calculus with primitive actions and do not consider data and types, for example the Concurrency Workbench [12] and the Mobility Workbench for π-calculus [13] . However the symbolic bisimulation [5] in value-passing calculus can be utilized to handle the infinite-state spaces problem in equivalence checking. And we need not consider types because the exchange of channel names between processes is not allowed in values-passing calculus. A verification tool VPAM for value-passing processes based on symbolic bisimulation has been presented in [14] .
Erlang is a concurrent functional programming language with high performance and always used to implement some complicated real-time concurrent systems, for example communication switches or routers and mobile base stations. The popular usage of Erlang in telecommunication systems requires the development of the verification and analysis for concurrent communication [15] . To improve the Erlang formalization work in [8] , [9] and handle the infinite-state spaces problem by symbolic bisimulation, we propose a VPC Σ as a variant of valuepassing calculus in Section III. Some built-in functions that make VPC Σ more effective for practical verification are added. In our paper the value-space of VPC presented by Milner in [10] is N, the set of natural numbers. The relation between Turing complete process calculi [16] is: Figure 1 . Roadmap of this paper
• π-calculus: more abstract level calculus. But it is always inefficient.
• VPC: less abstract and not readable calculus for programmers. But it may be efficient for verification.
• VPC Σ : trade-off between abstraction and readability, for example, a message in VPC may be coded by a natural number and this natural number is encoded as a lengthy term in π-calculus as above, however in VPC Σ , an explicit message can be transfered. The detail of VPC Σ is in Section 3. Fig. 1 describes the outline of our work. Compared with the previous work [8] , [9] , our interpretation has the following advantages:
• Call-by-value is simulated effectively, which is important for efficiency; • The high-order and single assignment feature [17] are supported; • The deterministic executions of case expressions are specified in [18] ; • Some functions based on the built-in functions in VPC Σ , such as SPF() for pattern matching expressions, make the formalization more effective than that in [8] , [9] ; • We prove the soundness of our interpretation by giving the operational correspondence result between formalized operational semantics and our interpretation under the late symbolic bisimulation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II states the syntax of Core Erlang. Section III presents VPC Σ , including its semantics and expressiveness. Section IV gives the VPC Σ interpretation for Core Erlang. Section V formalizes the operational semantics of Core Erlang. Section VI proves the soundness of our interpretation. Section VII concludes our work.
II. SYNTAX OF CORE ERLANG
Core Erlang is an intermediate representation of Erlang. It has more regular structures and simpler semantics than Erlang. Core Erlang is designed to make program analysis [18] easier. The syntax of Core Erlang is given in Fig 2. The entities of of Core Erlang mainly include:
1. Modules: all functions must be in a module with some attributes. A complex algorithm can be easily implemented for its modularity.
2. Expressions: variables, functions (name or abstraction), literals, tuple and list are some basic expressions in Core Erlang. In addition, let expressions binds variables to values; do expressions are for sequencing executions; apply, call, primop expressions are for functions calls, for example a call of function: call m : f 1(const 1 ,..., const n ) can be evaluated only when there is an export function f 1 with arity n defined in module m; pattern matching are used for case branching; asynchronous communication between processes are by receive expressions in concurrent environment; try expressions are for error handling.
More detailed specifications can be found in [19] , [18] . In π-calculus the content of a communication is only a channel, while in VPC the content of a communication can never be a channel [10] . This feature has differentiated these two calculi fundamentally. The main motivation of proposing VPC Σ as a variant of VPC is for practical verification but not for a novel one.
A vocabulary Σ=(V,C,F,R,n a ) contains five disjoint denumerable subsets. V is the set of variables, ranged over by x, y, z . . .. C is the set of alphabet, numeral and symbol constants, ranged over by a, b, c, 1, 2, 3 . . .. F is the set of functions, ranged over by F, G, H . . .. R is the set of relations, ranged over by P, Q, R . . . and n a : F ∪ R→ N is the set of arity function for the elements of F and R.
Σ-terms, ranged over by l, m, n, are constructed from constants, variables and functions. Some built-in functions for Σ-terms are as follows.
• SY i (l) return the ith symbol of l;
• C(l, m) returns the concatenation of l and m. A string list is defined by l 1 l 2 . . . l 1 ), ) ) . . . ) with the symbols " , , ", a string tuple l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n and set {l 1 , . . . , l n } are defined similarly;
returns the ith element of a list or a tuple;
• CT (l, m) returns the number of m occurring in l;
• Σ * type = {l | IsT ype(l) = 1 and l ∈ Σ * } is defined by IsT ype(l) : ΣN is a set of names ranged over by a, b, c. The set N of co-names is {a | a ∈ N }. The union N ∪ N is ranged over by ζ, η. The set of all actions A = {a(x), a(l) | a ∈ N } ∪ {τ } is ranged over by λ, ι. A name cannot be passed around and is not a Σ-term.x is a sequence of distinct variables x 1 . . . x n andl is a sequence of Σ-terms l 1 . . . l m . m, n are their length.
VPC Σ -terms, ranged over by S, T . . . , are defined as follows.
where ϕ is a conditional expression and I is a finite indexing set. The input α(x) binds variables x 1 . . . x n in T . Otherwise a variable is free in T . A VPC Σ -term is closed if it does not contain any free variables. The set of free variables of T is denoted by f ree(T ). The abbrevi-
If neitherx norl occurs in T of a(x).T and a(l).T , we take the abbreviation a.T and a.T . In this paper we require that f ree(T ) ⊆ {x 1 , . . . , x k }. Conditional expressions, ranged over by ϕ, ψ, . . ., are defined as follows.
where m = n and m = n stand for match and mismatch respectively.
and ⊥ are respectively logical true and false. The relation < for natural numbers can be defined by a finite set of matches between numerals(m < n
The symbolic semantics of VPC Σ is defined in Fig.  3 . The parallel operator is associative and commutative. The symmetric rules are omitted. The preconditions set BExp includes some conditional expressions ϕ, ψ, . . .. A symbolic action is a tuple (ϕ, λ) ranged over by λ s , ι s , and the λ is executed if BExp ϕ. We do not take the asynchronous version [6] , for a complete axiomatic system with an additional asynchronous theory can be used for asynchronous VPC Σ similarly in [20] . The subbisimilarity [16] is used to compare the expressiveness between process calculi.
Lemma 1:
The subbisimilarity and similar proof could be found in [16] .
IV. A VPC Σ INTERPRETATION FOR CORE ERLANG
A challenge is that we cannot use the capability of name passing in π-calculus to formalize Core Erlang. The choice operator is excluded [7] , [21] because its implementation is unnecessary and expensive [22] .
A program called shell with prompt > is used for evaluating expressions in Erlang. The interpretation denotes this by [[> p ce ]] : Σ * → T . We will use some infrastructure services that can actually be obtained by a process. S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . .} is the set of infrastructure services. Each S i in S is a process that maintains some Action Localization 
where j is the first position which l occur in and 0 ≤ i ≤ size( ) = CT ( , ) + 1.
The computing and storage services are denoted by S c ( c ) and S s ( s ) respectively where c = l c1 . . . l cm . Each l ci is a triple index, addr, corr . s is similar. The index is the keyword for searching. We assume that index i = index j where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, i = j in the list. The addr is the position in the list. The corr are relevant terms, for example assigned values and function bodies.
where 
An exported function declaration f = fun (var 1 , . . . , var n ) − > es within module can be an additional service. We let it range over S mod : f .
[
[y2 = mod :
A module declaration is a set of additional services defined by exported functions and local functions. We let it range over S mod = {S mod:fi 1 , . . . , S
}}. An element in the list for a module records some attributes and local functions.
The evaluation would directly output itself through the link de evc . An abstraction is a value and a normal form [23] in call-by-value lambda calculus.
A term is bound if all free variables have been assigned to a closed value. Variables in Erlang have the property of single assignment: an assignment to a variable can only be made once [17] . Destructive assignment may happen in the translation given by Thomas Noll [8] .
where
that is a sub list for the attributes and local functions and j = SEARCH(SU B(z2, 1), a/i).
The higher-order property can be achieved through evaluating a f name or f un to an abstraction. To simplify some notations, an evaluation macro em(T, S) is as follows.
We mainly use S to record the evaluation result of T . evc({x1, . . . , xn})) The evaluation of the list or the tuple can terminate only if all elements are convergent.
vn(xn).[[> es2]])
where vars := < var1, . . . , varn> and es1 := < e1, . . . , en>.
The subsequent evaluation can be done only after the first evaluation in computing services has an output value.
The replacement of f name for a recursive function can be the f name itself. A divergence may be caused by infinite self replacements.
. .vn(xn).
Function ISABS() that judges whether a string is an abstraction, VARABS() that returns parameters of an abstraction and BODYABS() that returns the body of an abstraction can be implemented by built-in functions in section 3. We omit the details of implementation.
The function Atom/n has been defined explicitly.
The case expressions use pattern matching in Erlang. The value of es is sequentially matched against pat 1 , . . . , pat n . Function SPF(y i , pats i ) return 1 when y i and pats i have the same syntactic structure that means the elements at each position of their parser trees are both constants or a value assignment to variable. It can also be constructed by built-in functions in section 3.
{ y i1 , const pj1 , . . . , y im , const pim } is the set of comparisons between constants, and { y j1 , var pj1 , . . . , y jl , var pi l } is the set of variable bindings.
where ϕp = ((SPF (y i , patsi)) = 1∧(
Exceptions are tagged by 'EXIT', 'THROW' or 'ER-ROR'.
where fi := fun (var1 i , . . . , varn i )−> esi and for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
The local function f i is maintained by the modified fun abstraction in the evaluation of letrec expressions.
where SP = SP | self (pid), pid · mb = C(C(pid, · ), mb) and
RE :=self (pid).rec(pid).dere c (y2,z2).res(pid·mb).dere s (y3,z3).
A call to spawn returns a new pid rather than the evaluation result of the function call. The process releases its pid and mailbox after its evaluation. The restricted name self is for BIF self() that returns the process identifer of the current calling process.
Sending a message is an asynchronous operation. 
t ).ot(t )) | self (pid).ot(t).
(
. . , m} that is a message in mailbox.
RMI is for the infinite timeout case. T start , T now can be obtained from a time service S t that relies on operating system or hardware. Our deterministic interpretation is coincident with the specification [18] .
V. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
To prove the soundness, we give the internal semantics that mainly describes the evaluation way and communication semantics that formalizes message passing in Core Erlang. The values ranged over U, V, . . ., are:
We only consider closed values ranged over U 0 , V 0 , . . .. Definition 5.1: An environment EN = MDefs, As, P records the entire computation and communication situation:
• A f unction def inition FDef f is a mapping from a function name f to a tuple var 1 , . . . , var n , E B , Emark and var 1 , . . . , var n are parameters, E B is the body expression using variables in var 1 , . . . , var n , Emark is either exported or local . A set of f unction def inition is denoted by FDefs.
• An attribute At is a finite partial function from atoms to const. A module def inition MDef m is a mapping from an atom m to a tuple At, Fdefs . A set of module def inition is denoted by MDefs.
• An assignment As is a finite partial function from vars to closed values: {var 1 → V 0 1 , ...}. An As 1 can compose with another As 2 only if dom(As 1 ) ∩ dom(As 2 ) = ∅ for single assignment. The composition is denoted by As 1 · As 2 .
• A runtime P is a finite set of current processes and P = i∈Ip ps i where I p is an index set for processes and ps i is a tuple PE, pid, mb and PE is the expression that needs to be evaluated, pid is the process identifier and mb is the mailbox. Each ps i in P has an exclusive pid. A readiness Rd = p ce , pid gives the description of the program p ce ready to be evaluated and the identifier of the process ps pce that calls p ce . The empty p ce is denoted by and the identifier of a terminate process is null. 
where λ c , λ c i ∈ A, i ∈ I t and I t is an index set for transition relations. An action λ c is either an empty action τ or a visible action. The elements of (Rd , EN ) is the conclusion. If the premises set of a rule r ∈ R is ∅, then r is an axiom. Φ is a set of preconditions.
A. Internal semantics
An expression substitution is denoted by e{e 1 /e 1 , . . . , e n /e n }. We denote a substitution according to an assignment As by e[As]. A transformation of P(or EN = MDefs, As, P ) caused only by expression changing from e to e in a process ps j is denoted by P I = (P − ps j ) ∪ e , pid, mb (or EN I = MDefs, As, P I ). The internal semantics rules are given in Sequencing:
VarAssign: Try:
Match: MisMatch: The sequential evaluations in list(or tuple) is similar to Sequencing. The method in [24] is not effective since the assignment to the pattern p could be infinite. The Match() based on a structural comparison SPF() is: (pidn is a fresh process identifier in P and mbn is its mailbox. ∃FDef f/n , FDefs, Mdefmod such that: FDef f/n ∈ FDefs, Mdefmod ∈ Mdefs, Mdefmod = At, Fdefs , FDef f/n = var1, . . . , varn, EB, exported )) Send:
(V 0 is a new message in mb and ps pid = PE, pid, mb ∈ P)
MatchRec:
, mb is a message sequence {m1, . . . , m l }, dom(As) ∩ dom(Asp) = ∅, j is the pid of ps j and ci := pati when ei 1 − > ei 2 , ∃s l, ∃q n such that: ∀t < s, ∀j ∈ {1 . . . n}Match(mt, patj ) = 0 and ∀k < q Match(ms, pat k ) = 0, Match(ms, patq) = Asp, Asp is as above)
MisMatchRec:
( receive c1 . . . after V −→ T that holds ϕ br i ⇒ ϕ 2 and the following properties: (RE i = deev c (x ).self (pid).rec(pid).dere c (y 1 , z 1 ).res(pid · mb).
dere s (y 2 , z 2 ) and SP i = SP i | self (pid i ).)
All labels and co-labels in S s ( s ), S c ( c ) are denoted by sn = qu s , qu s , qu c , qu c , . . .. The condition ∧ϕ τ is for a sequence of τ actions.
The following two theorems establish the correctness of our interpretation and we give the detailed proofs of them in Appendix. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed an intermediate calculus VPC Σ to improve the state-of-the-art of practical languages verification by process calculi. And we give a new interpretation of Core Erlang. The community of the Erlang language can have the following benefits:
• thereafter model checking tools such as µ-calculus [25] can be used to automatically verify some specifications of Erlang system that be described by a logic formulae and guide the implementation of specifications [26] . We need to embed the VPC Σ in µ-calculus; • the proven correspondence result can establish correctness properties of complex systems implemented in Erlang for industry's testing. Some previous work in π-calculus [8] have not this property partly because the equivalence relations of π-calculus pay little attention to infinite values.
In the future we would like to extend our work further. Practically we should embed the VPC Σ in µ-calculus that is a model checking tool of value-passing processes [25] . Theoretically, the interpretive ability of π-calculus and VPC Σ for programming languages could be examined.
